BREA

BREA
Lounge chair

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 107001 | Weight 24 kg/53 lbs | Volume 0,8 m³/29 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,6 m/6.3 yd (plain fabric only)
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31½

Measurements
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40¼

97
38¼

Collection: With BREA, Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby have conceived an outdoor lounge system of quiet luxury and superior quality.
Sophisticated and refined construction, together with an ingenious system of connectors, give the collection a modern profile and
maximum versatility.
Characteristics: Gorgeous, clever, luxurious comfort, elegant simplicity, indoor luxury outdoors
Lounge chair: With its comfortable, cocooning armrests and backrest, the lounge chair is a stand-alone companion to the rest of the
BREA collection. Available in three colors of powder-coating and all DEDON fabrics, it features a modern design and easy-to-remove
cushions.
Frame: BREA consists of a powder-coated metal frame, universal die-cast aluminum legs and connectors and elastic outdoor belting
in Sunbrella® yarns for enhanced comfort.
Cushion maintenance: BREA cushions can be easily slipped on and off of the metal frame.
All cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Options: BREA cushions are available in Cat. A, Cat. B (incl. Kvadrat PATIO) and Cat. C fabrics. Exclusively for BREA, cushions and
deco cushions are available in SAIL CLOTH light gray fabric.

Powder coating

000
white

Cushions
Dry+ seat cushion:
95107001 + fabric code

Fabrics

452
COOL taupe
Cat. A

661
TWIST sand
Cat. B

678
Kvadrat
patio450
Cat. B

696
693
PUNO reed
SAIL CLOTH
Cat. C
light gray fabric for
BREA collection and
deco cushions only.

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Additional items

Features
Award

Cover

Adjustable

Awards

56107001000
Interior Innovation
„Best of Best“

BREA
2-seater

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 107011 | Weight 38 kg/84 lbs | Volume 1,4 m³/49 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 9,4 m/10

(plain fabric only)
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Measurements
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38¼

Collection: With BREA, Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby have conceived an outdoor lounge system of quiet luxury and superior quality.
Sophisticated and refined construction, together with an ingenious system of connectors, give the collection a modern profile and maximum
versatility.
Characteristics: Gorgeous, clever, luxurious comfort, elegant simplicity, indoor luxury outdoors
2-seater: The 2-seater is twice the size of the lounge chair and just as comfortable. Available in three colors of powder-coating and all
DEDON fabrics, it features a modern design and easy-to-remove cushions.
Frame: BREA consists of a powder-coated metal frame, universal die-cast aluminum legs and connectors and elastic outdoor belting in
Sunbrella® yarns for enhanced comfort.
Cushion maintenance: BREA cushions can be easily slipped on and off of the metal frame. All cushion covers can
be removed and washed.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Options: BREA cushions are available in Cat. A, Cat. B (incl. Kvadrat PATIO) and Cat. C fabrics. Exclusively for BREA, cushions and deco
cushions are available in SAIL CLOTH light gray fabric.

Powder coating

000
white

Cushions
Dry+ seat cushion:
95107011 + fabric code

Fabrics

452
COOL taupe
Cat. A

661
TWIST sand
Cat. B

678
Kvadrat
patio450
Cat. B

696
693
PUNO reed
SAIL CLOTH
Cat. C
light gray fabric for
BREA collection and
deco cushions only.

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Additional items

Features
Award

Cover

Adjustable

Awards

56107011000
Interior Innovation
„Best of Best“

BREA
3-seater

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 107021 | Weight 53,5 kg/118 lbs | Volume 2 m³/69 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 13,1 m/14

(plain fabric only)
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Collection: With BREA, Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby have conceived an outdoor lounge system of quiet luxury and superior quality.
Sophisticated and refined construction, together with an ingenious system of connectors, give the collection a modern profile and
maximum versatility.
Characteristics: Gorgeous, clever, luxurious comfort, elegant simplicity, indoor luxury outdoors
3-seater: The 3-seater is three times the size of the lounge chair and just as comfortable. Available in three colors of powder-coating
and all DEDON fabrics, it features a modern design and easy-to-remove cushions.
Frame: BREA consists of a powder-coated metal frame, universal die-cast aluminum legs and connectors and elastic outdoor belting
in Sunbrella® yarns for enhanced comfort.
Cushion maintenance: BREA cushions can be easily slipped on and off of the metal frame. All cushion covers can
be removed and washed.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Options: BREA cushions are available in Cat. A, Cat. B (incl. Kvadrat PATIO) and Cat. C fabrics. Exclusively for BREA, cushions and
deco cushions are available in SAIL CLOTH light gray fabric.

Powder coating

000
white

Cushions
Dry+ seat cushion:
95107021 + fabric code

Fabrics

452
COOL taupe
Cat. A

661
TWIST sand
Cat. B

678
Kvadrat
patio450
Cat. B

696
693
PUNO reed
SAIL CLOTH
Cat. C
light gray fabric for
BREA collection and
deco cushions only.

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Additional items

Features
Award

Cover

Adjustable

Awards

56107021000
Interior Innovation
„Best of Best“

BREA
Daybed left

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 107041 | Weight 37 kg/82 lbs | Volume 1,4 m³/47 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 7 m/ 7 ¾ yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements
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68¼

Collection: With BREA, Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby have conceived an outdoor lounge system of quiet luxury and superior quality.
Sophisticated and refined construction, together with an ingenious system of connectors, give the collection a modern profile and
maximum versatility.
Characteristics: Gorgeous, clever, luxurious comfort, elegant simplicity, indoor luxury outdoors
Daybed left: The daybed left is a simple and easy daybed of exceptional comfort. Available in three colors of powder-coating and all
DEDON fabrics, it features a modern design and easy-to-remove cushions.
Frame: BREA consists of a powder-coated metal frame, universal die-cast aluminum legs and connectors and elastic outdoor belting
in Sunbrella® yarns for enhanced comfort.
Cushion maintenance: BREA cushions can be easily slipped on and off of the metal frame. All cushion covers can
be removed and washed.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Options: BREA cushions are available in Cat. A, Cat. B (incl. Kvadrat PATIO) and Cat. C fabrics. Exclusively for BREA, cushions and
deco cushions are available in SAIL CLOTH light gray fabric.

Powder coating

000
white

Cushions
Dry+ seat cushion:
95107041 + fabric code

Fabrics

452
COOL taupe
Cat. A

661
TWIST sand
Cat. B

678
Kvadrat
patio450
Cat. B

696
693
PUNO reed
SAIL CLOTH
Cat. C
light gray fabric for
BREA collection and
deco cushions only.

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Additional items

Features
Award

Cover

Adjustable

Awards

56107041000
Interior Innovation
„Best of Best“

BREA
Daybed right

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 107042 | Weight 37 kg/82 lbs | Volume 1,4 m³/47 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 7 m/ 7 ¾ yd (plain fabric only)

40
15¾

80
31½

Measurements

94,5
37¼

173,5
68¼

Collection: With BREA, Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby have conceived an outdoor lounge system of quiet luxury and superior quality.
Sophisticated and refined construction, together with an ingenious system of connectors, give the collection a modern profile and
maximum versatility.
Characteristics: Gorgeous, clever, luxurious comfort, elegant simplicity, indoor luxury outdoors
Daybed right: The daybed right is a simple and easy daybed of exceptional comfort. Available in three colors of powder-coating and all
DEDON fabrics, it features a modern design and easy-to-remove cushions.
Frame: BREA consists of a powder-coated metal frame, universal die-cast aluminum legs and connectors and elastic outdoor belting
in Sunbrella® yarns for enhanced comfort.
Cushion maintenance: BREA cushions can be easily slipped on and off of the metal frame. All cushion covers can
be removed and washed.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Options: BREA cushions are available in Cat. A, Cat. B (incl. Kvadrat PATIO) and Cat. C fabrics. Exclusively for BREA, cushions and
deco cushions are available in SAIL CLOTH light gray fabric.

Powder coating

000
white

Cushions
Dry+ seat cushion:
95107042 + fabric code

Fabrics

452
COOL taupe
Cat. A

661
TWIST sand
Cat. B

678
Kvadrat
patio450
Cat. B

696
693
PUNO reed
SAIL CLOTH
Cat. C
light gray fabric for
BREA collection and
deco cushions only.

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Additional items

Features
Award

Cover

Adjustable

Awards

56107042000
Interior Innovation
„Best of Best“

BREA
Footstool

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 107031 | Weight 8,3 kg/19 lbs | Volume 0,14 m³/5 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,9 m/2 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: With BREA, Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby have conceived an outdoor lounge system of quiet luxury and superior quality.
Sophisticated and refined construction, together with an ingenious system of connectors, give the collection a modern profile and
maximum versatility.
Characteristics: Gorgeous, clever, luxurious comfort, elegant simplicity, indoor luxury outdoors
Footstool: Durable and comfortable, this footstool works well on its own or in combination with the lounge chair or modular settings of the
BREA collection.
Frame: BREA consists of a powder-coated metal frame, universal die-cast aluminum legs and connectors and elastic outdoor belting
in Sunbrella® yarns for enhanced comfort.
Cushion maintenance: BREA cushions can be easily slipped on and off of the metal frame. All cushion covers can
be removed and washed.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Options: BREA cushions are available in Cat. A, Cat. B (incl. Kvadrat PATIO) and Cat. C fabrics. Exclusively for BREA, cushions and
deco cushions are available in SAIL CLOTH light gray fabric.

Fabrics

Powder coating

000
white

Cushions

452
COOL taupe
Cat. A

661
TWIST sand
Cat. B

678
Kvadrat
patio450
Cat. B

696
693
PUNO reed
SAIL CLOTH
Cat. C
light gray fabric for
BREA collection and
deco cushions only.

Dry+ seat cushion:
95107031+ fabric code
Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Additional items

Features
Award

Cover

Adjustable

Award

56107031000
Cushion
holder

Interior Innovation
„Best of Best“

BREA

Coffee table 80 × 150 cm (31½" × 59")
Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 107035 | Weight 49,5 kg/110 lbs | Volume 0,42m³/15 cu ft

35
13¾

Measurements

80
31½

150
59

Collection: With BREA, Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby have conceived an outdoor lounge system of quiet luxury and
superior quality. Sophisticated and refined construction, together with an ingenious system of connectors, give the collection a modern
profile and maximum versatility.
Characteristics: Gorgeous, clever, elegant simplicity, indoor luxury outdoors.
Coffee table: The coffee table 80 x 150cm (31½” x 59”) is designed as a companion piece to the entire BREA collection. It features a
modern design and comes in a choice of three colors of powder-coating and two colors of mineral-composite tabletop.
Frame: BREA consists of a powder-coated metal frame and mineral-composite tabletops.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Color combinations

Additional items

Features

Cover

Adjustable

+
000
white

204
white

56107035000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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BREA

Coffee table 90 × 90 cm (35½" × 35½")
Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 107033 | Weight 39 kg/86 lbs | Volume 0,29 m³/11 cu ft

35
13¾

Measurements

90
35½

90
35½

Collection: With BREA, Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby have conceived an outdoor lounge system of quiet luxury and superior quality.
Sophisticated and refined construction, together with an ingenious system of connectors, give the collection a modern profile and
maximum versatility.
Characteristics: Gorgeous, clever, elegant simplicity, indoor luxury outdoors
Coffee table: The coffee table 90 x 90cm (35½” x 35½”) is designed as a companion piece to the entire BREA collection. It features a
modern design and comes in a choice of three colors of powder-coating and two colors of mineral-composite tabletop.
Frame: BREA consists of a powder-coated metal frame and mineral-composite tabletops.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Color combinations

Additional items

Features

Cover

Adjustable

+
000
white

204
white

56107033000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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